Dynamic response diversity of NFAT isoforms in individual living cells.
Processing of external information by mammalian cells often involves seemingly redundant isoforms of signaling molecules and transcription factors. Understanding the functional relevance of coexpressed isoforms that respond to the same signal and control a shared set of genes is still limited. Here we show, using imaging of individual living mammalian cells, that the closely related transcription factors NFAT1 and NFAT4 possess distinct nuclear localization dynamics in response to cell stimulation. NFAT4 shows a fast response, with rapid stochastic bursts of nuclear localization. Burst frequency grows with signal level, while response amplitude is fixed. In contrast, NFAT1 has a slow, continuous response, and its amplitude increases with signal level. These diverse dynamical features observed for single cells are translated into different impulse response strategies at the cell population level. We suggest that dynamic response diversity of seemingly redundant genes can provide cells with enhanced capabilities of temporal information processing.